**For connecting the T40 to an IBM docking station**

1. All the lecture theatres in the Campus have equipped with a docking station for IBM’s notebook computers. Just connect the T40 to the docking station, and then connection to the Campus Network, output to the video projector, power supply, and a mouse control are established automatically.
2. Press the “Fn” + “F7” keys on T40 at the same time to switch the display to the T40 LCD only, to the video projector only, and to both of the displays.
3. For some movie/video display, the image could be displayed on either the T40 LCD or the video projector. Therefore, you may need to switch to the video projector only mode for some movie/video display.

**For connecting the T40 without an IBM docking station**

**Connect to the Campus Network**

1. This T40 is equipped with both wired and wireless network connectors.
2. The network port (wired) for this machine is located on the left side and is left to the headphone (green circled).
3. Plug in a network cable to the network port for wired network or startup the IE browser to logon to SPAN for wireless connection. If both wired and wireless connections are available, the wired connection will always be used for this T40.

**Output to a video projector**

1. The video connector of the T40 is located on the right side.
2. Connect the T40 video connector to the VGA cable from the projector outlet.
3. Press the “Fn” + “F7” keys on T40 at the same time to switch the display to the T40 LCD only, to the video projector only, and to both of the displays.
4. For some movie/video display, the image could be displayed on either the T40 LCD or the video projector. Therefore, you may need to switch to the video projector only mode for some movie/video display.

If you have any queries regarding the above steps, please contact the ITS Help Centre in M201 or at 27665900.